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Why One should never miss a 4FANZ Event ?

Some Excerpts from Koncerts4Fanz Guidelines



Question: Why ‘Audience 1st’ is key to Quality ?

Answer:  A live performance is different than a

Smule type virtual performance. In Smule you sing,

close and wait for likes  by sharing among your

friends who may not like it but still can like to

encourage you. They won’t highlight the flaws  and

may say flawless - you believe them and keep

sharing without correcting.

In a live performance,  sponsored show or paid

show, audience come to watch quality

performances - stunning visuals,  professional level

flawless & energetic performances

https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents

https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents 


Question: I am not from Dallas,TX.  Are 4FANZ

Events are available on my city ?

Answer: The answer you will find at end

Audience of Every city deserves quality

performances like this.

https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents

But such performances come with lot of discipline,

training, honest peer-review, offering self to peer-

review leaving ego and pride and above all watching

live the super talented performers of our own

group.

Also, live performances and creating a professional

group means we need a talented management team

https://www.youtube.com/c/4fanzevents 


 group leader, a mixer manager, an event manager,

an anchor and some one very creative who would

design backdrops suitable theme.

You must have seen when a playback singer, Indian

Idol, SaReGaMa singer concert is announced people

rush to buy tickets while a super talented local

singer is not able to reach out for a live show. So,

4FANZ™  is the platform that is creating a live

performing environment by creating Group Based

Events  and  When an event 4FANZ™ Event is

announced audiences have a quality in mind. So, we

can’t compromise on quality of performance. Our

hosting partners would love when the show is hit.



Means flawless singing and crowded place with full

of fanz clapping on every performances. Please ask

yourself when you are performing in a 4FANZ

event.

1) Am I singing from a Good Karaoke where timings

are perfect and Quality is perfect ?

2)  Have I practiced enough just before show so I

remember the details ? Singing from memory is not

professionalism as you could lose important aalaps

or details that would spoil the song.

3) Not all singers are gifted with same pitch and

capability of original playback singers. It is

important to pick right song. Is the song I picked



falls on my natural vocal range or I am singing with

lowered pitch e.g. Aisi Deewanagi is a high pitch

song and many compromise with pitch because they

love to sing that song.

4) Am I simply reading lyrics or embedding

emotions with lyrics with mood of the song ?

5) Am I able to observe the song the way Sachin

Tendulkar sees a Football in a Cricket ball ? This is

key because many singers who sung for decades

are not able to observe the details. Try to sing Aur

Kya by Abhijeet and Alka Yagnik to analyze

yourself as this is a song many variations are used.

If you could pay attention to details, you can do it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqMxY-0bslo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pnJfNny7ak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pnJfNny7ak


6) Vocal waving capabilities:  many singers after

years of singing can’t do waving but will try to sing

as they want e.g. Wada Karo Song. Singers can’t

wave because they lack that capability and don’t

think it is important. A 4FANZ™ event can’t allow

such a song to be performed just because an

experienced singer with an awesome voice wants to

perform. Unless duet singers can’t demonstrate

the waving capability during a pre-live session,

however good singers they are, that song won’t go

to stage.

Like this in a 4FANZ™ music group, we always

keep Audience interest 1st and singer’s sentiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UID8892qr-o


after that. Reason, the only reason local audience

would come to local 4FANZ™ weekly or monthly

events because of quality and when we compromise

quality to satisfy a singer’s ego or love for singing

any song - it can always a singer’s only non-4FANZ

event but can’t be a 4FANZ™ concert / koncert

level event. 4FANZ™ = for fans = for fanz

So, 4FANZ™ is your next level where your existing

singing or performance skills will be challenged,

compared, contrasted with only goal to make you

better singer or performer. You will be given a

benchmark performance among our own singers

and you can try to do better than that.



Now to your question.

Whether I can find a 4FANZ™ group on my city ?

Answer: YES

When ?

April 1st 2021

Free membership:  who want to do manage

themselves using 4FANZ™ tools and their own

mixers - registration link will be provided at

http://4FANZ.com

Premium membership: a membership group where

Maximum 25 performers available with well defined

roles, yearly elections, local sponsorship



Guidance linked to DesiMalls.com, Malls2Go.com,

WhereIsMyDeal.com, Dollar1Deals.com,

CarMalls2Go.com, TechMalls.com,

LocalMalls2Go.com Homes2Buy.TV,

Apartments2Buy.com , Foods4Fans.com,

doctors4Rx.com and many more

All local businesses will be able to host or sponsor

your events so singers can get paid for

performances wherever sponsored.



Also, lot of event management tools, event

Inquiry forms are made available where people who

wants to have musical performances on their

birthdays&anniversaries can contact using a form.

Singers can create portfolio and link to songs.

To manage a professional group is not easy. Safety

of Female singers very important. Ego clash is not

uncommon - see Bollywood examples. So handling

these skillfully needs proper training. The leader

shouldn’t have own ego as well else the group will

fall apart. So, when a group is formed, an election

will be held after a self-nomination for a few

positions. Every year an election will be held so all

get a chance to lead or learn other’s roles.



 You may be a good singer, professional singer,

playback singer - but at 4FANZ, you will find

always your Next Level. Because, the talents are

awesome and every one with some gifted capability

that you will admire and may try to learn. You will

have an humbling experience.

One may have an expensive Mixer but operating the

same may be complex and recording quality may not

be what we need. So all 4FANZ groups would be

recommended to keep same mixer for which

training would be given.

4FANZ™ is not only a symbol of quality but this

comes with a secure, phishing-free, spam-free



communication system LATTERBOX™ where you

can talk to your sponsors directly and link to their

products  So, it is a whole eco-system where Music

integrates with Business and provides value to

sponsors and event hosting partners.

In Music, there is no end to learning.

So, please wait until April,1st 2021 for the

announcement. If you are super curious, the demo

site is ready for registration,  contact us with your

country/city http://4fanz.com/studios

The contents of this document are excerpts from existing guidelines of

4FANZ groups. You may disagree if other methods have helped you. There

could be many ways - this is one of them that is worked for many singers.

When we say ‘Audience 1st’ - this is a mindset - where a singer sings only

when he/she can sing a song flawlessly so audience just say wah wah !!

http://4fanz.com/studios

